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Back to school: 
what has our district been up to?



From theFrom the
EditorEditor

Welcome back to school! This is the 3rd edition Xaymaca Key Volume
34. In this issue you will see many highlights of activities clubs have
done since this new school year has started in September. As per usual
this bulletin took awhile to put together not just because I am not use to
creating such an extensive issue but also because it took awhile to get
all the different club features. Plus, there was a lot more writing of
articles involved this time. It is my hope that this proves to be extremely
informative and visually appealing.

Additionally you will see:
- A Back to School section
- Featured K family clubs
- Kiwanis for Disabilities Day
- Kiwanis One Day
- A Key Club Week overview
- District Project
- and so much more in store

Stay safe, wear a mask and practice techniques that help you to keep
calm. The school year has started and we know all the challenges with
learning but it is important to remember you are all still Key clubbers
and are here to serve your

Now sit back and take in the achievements of Key Clubbers like
yourselves along with the activities we have participated in as a district!.

Hey Readers,

~ DBE Amelia

Follow us for more updates @keyclubjamaica on 1

Home, School and Community.



Dear Santa,

A letterhead is the heading at the top of a sheet of letter paper (stationery). 

That heading usually consists of a name and an address, and a logo or corporate

design, and sometimes a background pattern. The term "letterhead" is often used to

refer to the whole sheet imprinted with such a heading. 

Many companies and individuals prefer to create a letterhead template in a word

processor or other software application. This generally includes the same information

as pre-printed stationery but without the additional costs involved. Letterhead can

then be printed on stationery (or plain paper) as needed on a local output device or

sent electronically. This generally includes the same information as pre-printed

stationery but without the additional costs involved. Letterhead can then be printed

on stationery (or plain paper) as needed on a local output device or sent electronically. 

That heading usually consists of a name and an address, and a logo or corporate

design, and sometimes a background pattern. The term "letterhead" is often used to

refer to the whole sheet imprinted with such a heading. 

Sincerely,

James Holt

WELCOME BACK
TO SCHOOL!

Follow us for more updates @keyclubjamaica on 2





Summer has ended and we are all back in school. Whether we are Completely

online partially in physical classes or completely at school we all have gone

back to our school lives in some way. Key Club Jamaica is wishes you all well we

know this has a been a difficulte learning season but we hope that this

organization continues to be a source of comfort and escape for all that fall

within it.

Now. What have some of our clubs been up to?

WHAT HASWHAT HASWHAT HAS
OUR DISTRICTOUR DISTRICTOUR DISTRICT
BEEN UP TO?BEEN UP TO?BEEN UP TO?
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Check out our

website 

www.keyclub

jamaica.com

Follow us for more updates @keyclubja on
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This time has caused many of our clubs to become increasingly creative, just

take a look at what these schools have done to keep members engaged.

By Campion College Key Club

From the St. Andrew High

School Key Club Newsletter

By Dunoon Technical High

School Key Club

By Mount Alvernia High School

Key Club

Follow us for more updates @keyclubja on
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Here are some more!

By Campion College Key Club

By Immaculate Conception High

School Key Club

By Calabar High School Key

Club

By Dunoon Technical High

School Key Club

Follow us for more updates @keyclubjamaica on
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Addtionally, we as a board have been encouraging clubs to have meetings no

matter the forum. It is imperative that we keep Key Club going now as many of

our members really need the fellowship and family that this institution provides. 

Taken from

our IG:

@Keyclubjamaica

Description:

[Slide 1] Cover

slide which

states 

"Reminder" in 

big text.

[Slide 2] Reads "Club meetings

are still important" as the

heading. Then says "Although you

are at home and we hope you

are keeping safe, Key club goes

on. So we are begging each club

to still..." "Have meetings!!" in

Bold. 

Finally it sums up to "Individual

clubs continuing to have

meetings, elect boards and have

whatever safe services they can

is vital to keeping the

organisation going. So we urge

all of you to take to Whatsapp,

Zoom, Google Meets or even IG

Live to communicate with your

members and plan how you will

be moving forward this most

eventful year."

Follow us for more updates @keyclubjamaica on



For the month of September there were many services (following all directives

fromt the Ministry of Health) held by out clubs and even some divisional services.

HIGLIGHTS: CLUBHIGLIGHTS: CLUBHIGLIGHTS: CLUB
SERVICES ANDSERVICES ANDSERVICES AND
EVENTSEVENTSEVENTS
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Many of the

following images are

taken from the

respective instagrams.

They're @s can be

found in the

image.

Follow us for more updates @keyclubja on

SEPTEMBER



SEPTEMBER CONTD
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SEPTEMBER CONTD
Check out and

follow the mentioned

club's instagram to

keep up with their

amazing work!

Follow us for more updates @keyclubja on



OCTOBER

Check out and

follow the mentioned

club's instagram to

keep up with their

amazing work!

October was filled with many things. Most recognized of which, among our

members, are Breast Cancer awareness and Mental Illness Awareness month.
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OCTOBER

Follow us for more updates @keyclubjamaica on



OCTOBER CONTD
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OCTOBER CONTD

Follow us for more updates @keyclubjamaica on



OCTOBER CONTD

12Follow us for more updates @keyclubja on

OCTOBER CONTD
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FAIRFIELD INTERNATIONAL
ACADEMY

Chartering Ceremony

from the school itself. The event was attended by many members of the district
board as well as Keyclubbers from all over. This charter turned out to be a huge
success from the club, and an extraordinary event in the eyes of all the
spectators.

The Fairfield International
Academy Key Club is one
of the newest additions to
Key Club Division Five and
the Key Club Jamaica
District. On Tuesday,
October 27, the club held
their long-awaited Charter
Ceremony, where they
were finally installed as an
official Key Club. Of
course, due to the
pandemic, this event was
forced to be held online.
Nonetheless, the club
hosted an amazing event
over Zoom, with their
members collaborating

Written by LtG Arnav Chatani

Follow us for more updates @keyclubja on



Kiwanis forKiwanis for
A disability is defined as anything that
hinders a person’s ability to complete the
major life functions or otherwise gets in the
way of their quality of life. These major life
functions, as defined by the US Disability
Act of the 1980s includes caring for
oneself, performing manual tasks, learning
and speaking. There are a variety of
disabilities that act as great physical and
mental hinderances and these disabilities
range in the severity of their effect on
people. Unfortunately, there is a lot of
stigma surrounding people with disabilities,
especially mental disorders, that often
dissuade people from interacting with and
caring for them.

The Kiwanis Foundation decided to take
action and declare September 12th as
annual Kiwanis for Disability day. This
function, hosted by Dervon Malcolm, in
order to dissolve stigma surrounding
disabilities and educate more Jamaicans
about disabilities, especially Alzheimer’s
and Dementia. Throughout Kiwanis for
Disability day, which was streamed across
several online platforms, Kiwanians across
Jamaica showcased the care, support, and
impact on the disabled community across
Jamaica through their involvement in the
community over a course of two weeks.

At the start of the function, a video was
played that showcased the impact
Kiwanians have had on the lives of
members of the disabled community across
Jamaica. Firstly, the video revealed that
several members of the Kiwanis club of

young professionals were collecting
clothing donations at Devon House. The
video then showed that several Kiwanians
worked together to raise funds for and
construct a special seating area at the
Windsor School of Special Education. An
all-female Kiwanis club also donated
wheelchairs to the Randolph Lopez School
of Hope. These acts of kindness, along with
several others showcased throughout the
video, helped to demonstrate the level of
dedication displayed by numerous
Kiwanians in an effort to alleviate many of
the struggles faced by the disabled
community of Jamaica.

The function transitioned into a 
series of segments aimed at 
raising awareness about living 
with dementia and various other 
mental health conditions. These
segments were presented by... 

Disabilities DayDisabilities Day

14Follow us for more updates @keyclubjamaica on



Kiwanis forKiwanis for

... Julian Mckoy Davis who made the viewers
aware that many dementia patients have been
heavily affected by the COVID-19 pandemic.
This has been experienced in the form of
centre closures and the reduction in hours of
caregivers, the “unsung heroes” of our nation.
This is especially hard for dementia patients
because as the condition worsens with age,
these patients need more and more attention
from their caregivers who often struggle to
balance their own personal and family lives
and often suffer from 'caregiver burnout'. The
viewers were also educated on the various

types of caregivers, including primary,
secondary, and crisis, who accomplish
different functions in their roles as
caregivers.

In these segments, the viewers were also
made aware of many of the unfortunate
realities of dementia and care for
dementia patients. Dementia is the largest
reasons for care of the elderly as it
reduces their ability to properly care for
themselves. Unfortunately, many of these
patients are neglected by their family
members which necessitates the presence
of a caregiver. This need for care is further
aggravated by the fact that roughly 51.7%
of dementia patients are diagnosed with a
variety of other medical conditions that
worsen their struggle with dementia.
Furthermore, it must be noted that
roughly 77% of caregivers are informal
and/or unpaidvolunteers despite the
critical role these people pay in the care
for their patients.

Kiwanis for Disability Day closed with tips
for both family members and caregivers.
These tips, some of which were presented
through a recap of the Stride Dementia
Project Jamaica earlier this year, were
especially useful as they gave critical
advise surrounding the increased
pressures of care for dementia patients
caused by the pandemic.

Overall, this annual edition of Kiwanis for
Disability Day was well-received and
successful in its aim to raise awareness
about dementia and the care of those
afflicted with it.

Disabilities DayDisabilities Day

On the next 2 pages are exerts from Montego Bay High School Key Club's Monthly Newsletter
written by Sahel Hamilton and Karleah Beharrie articles and Immaculate Conception High
School written by Kimberly Jones, respectively, about the same event.
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contd.

Eastern Kingston and Port Royal Kiwanis Club

donating an infrared Thermometer to Portmore

Selfhelp Disability Organization.

Follow us for more updates @keyclubjamaica on
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Many infographics for

the month of october

were made. The District

Recognized Breast

Cancer Awareness

Month, Down Syndrome

Awareness Month,

Mental Illness

Awareness Week and

Invisibile Disabilities

Week, respectively.

This was created to

notify club heads

about the benefits of

a YOF Grant from KCI.

This graphic include a

total of 3 slides and

proved helpful in

reminding clubs about

the grant and how it

can be useful

especially now.

Follow us for more updates @keyclubjamaica on

OUR SOCIAL MEDIA ACTIVITYOUR SOCIAL MEDIA ACTIVITYOUR SOCIAL MEDIA ACTIVITY
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Check out the full

slides by going to

@keyclubjamaica

on Instagram.
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Done by CP Alyana Anderson,

2 more slides

Done by CP Chiara Pryce,

6 more slides

Check out the full

slides by going to

@keyclubjamaica

on Instagram.

Done by CP Shannon Powell,

3 more slides

Done by Cornwall College BE Jaheim

Clarke and Heinz Simonitsch School

BE Jessica Dhanpaul

Follow us for more updates @keyclubjamaica on



KIWANIS FAMILY
Feature

EDNA MANLEY COLLEGE OF THE VISUAL AND PERFORMING ARTS,

CARIBBEAN MARITIME UNIVERSITY CIRCLE K
AND

EMCVPA CKI Breast Cancer

Awareness Balloon Launch with

EMCVPA Student Council
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CMU CKI & EMCVPA CKI

Donation to DPTH Key Club Back

to School Drive

IUC CKI School Painting Project

INTERNATIONAL UNIVERSITY OF THE CARIBBEAN

Follow us for more updates @keyclubja on



FUNFUN
TIMETIME

Spot the

Difference

21Follow us for more updates @keyclubja on



Follow us for more updates @keyclubjamaica on

FUNFUN
TIMETIME
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Key Trivia

2000 marked the
organization's 75th

anniversary. While in
2015 Kiwanis
international

celbrated 100 years

The Key Clubb vision in

"We are caring and

competent servant

leaders transforming

communities

worldwide."

The first Key Club

Week was observed

in 1950

The first members
of Key Club were
called "Key Boys."

In 1946 the Key Club

Movement voted to

become an international

organization at that year's

ICON, voting Malcom

Lewis as the first

International President.



ONE Day
Kiwanis Kiwanis 

ONE Day
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As a part of our 2020-2021
District Project, the Hope for the
Future Kiwanis Club As a part of
our 2020-2021 District Project,
the Hope for the Future Kiwanis
Club hosted their Kiwanis One
Day project. Annually, Kiwanis
clubs across the globe gather to
celebrate ‘One Day’- a day
dedicated towards giving back to
the community as much as
possible. This year, the Hope for
the Future Kiwanis club aimed to
give back to students in need,
through Key Club, by providing
them with tablets which would
better equip them to engage
with their education as we see
the continued shift towards

Kiwanis club
members around
the world gather on
the fourth Saturday
in October — a day
set aside for clubs
to work together to
better their
communities. It’s
also been a day
when club
members invite
friends and family
to join them in a
project that can
improve a
community.

online learning in the midst of
the COVID-19 pandemic.

On October 24, 2020, the club
hosted its handing over of
tablets ceremony to
commemorate their act of
service for One Day. The
ceremony was streamed via
Zoom and Facebook and
watched by many across the
KCJA district. The ceremony led
by MC DLGE Sharon Williams,
saw eighty (80) tablets being
handed over to Key Club
Jamaica led by Kiwanian Hope
Markes. The tablets were
officially accepted by KCJA
Governor, Demario Mew.

Follow us for more updates @keyclubjamaica on



KEY
CLUBWEEKKEY
CLUBWEEK
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KEY
CLUBWEEKKEY
CLUBWEEK

Follow us for more updates @keyclubja on



On Sunday, November 1,
2020, Key Club Jamaica
hosted its annual District
Church Service to commence
the district’s celebrations for
Key Club week 2020. The
service was hosted under the
theme “Leading with Love”,
embodying the spirit of
service and generosity found
throughout the Key Club
organization. Due to the
constraints of the Covid-19
pandemic, the service was
streamed across a variety of
online platforms including
YouTube and Facebook.
Despite these limitations, the
service saw an amazing
turnout from members

of the district. The service
was led by Past Governor
Frederick Northover and
accompanied by a series of
excellently chosen hymns
and Bible readings, present
by current members of the
district board, which
perfectly encapsulated the
theme of “Leading with
Love”. As the church service
drew to a close, the
congregation received a
moving proclamation from
His Excellency The Most
Honourable Sir Patrick
Linton Allen which was a
perfect addition to the
morning’s proceedings.

As a whole, the
service went
smoothly and
served as an
excellent start to
this year’s
rendition of Key
Club week.

26

District Church

Service 2020

Follow us for more updates @keyclubja on



C H E C K  O U T  O U R  H I G H L I G H T S
F O R  T H E S E  G A M E SMONDAY, November 2

Instagram story games created to engage members in the district's activities as well as serving to attract many non members to
Key Club. (from left to right) The first one was posted on Monday, the second on Tuesday and the thrid was posted on Thursday.

On this the first official day of Key Club week
we as a district decided from beforehand to
ask members from all over Jamaica to send in
their Key moments. the moments that made
them happiest in key club and with those
pictures and videos we made a montage of
"How KCJA Shows Our K."

Based on the responses we got we gathered
that Tthe Video could be broken down into 3
sections to wholistically showcase "Our K."
These were Service, Interclubbing and Vibes.

Overall the video was well recieved amassing
approximately 400 views on the day of it's
release.

Graphic courtesy of Key Club International

27Follow us for more updates @keyclubjamaica on



TUESDAY, November 3
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Check out

our IGTV for

the full video.

Graphic courtesy of Key Club International

KUDOS TO THE KEY PLAYERS!

All over the district clubs sent their members,
faculty advisors, Kiwanian Advisors, Zone
Coordinators, executive members and so
many others thank yous in all shapes and sizes.
Check out just a few of them below.

Follow us for more updates @keyclubjamaica on
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WEDNESDAY, November 4

Graphic courtesy of Key Club International

Day 3 is brought to you
by Governor Mew.

For Dare to Share we
hoted a live in which
our Governor shared
insights on his Key
Club experience as
well as answer any of
the attendances
pburning question.
This was just the start
of weekly Lives in
which we will be
connecting with our
district regularly.

The fun did not stop there. right after we all went to Division 5's
Games night, hosted by LtG Arnav Chatani. Several of the D5
clubs came with their own games and overall it was a great night
filled with laughter and community.

THURSDAY, November 5

Graphic courtesy of Key Club International

In tandem with this, Division 4 was able to
finally execute their donation project to the St.
Ann Infirmary. 
It was a success as they were promised all the 
 items would be put to good use as they were
needed.

It was now Day 4. We launched out Yotube
channel with our video that essentially
recapped key club week along with having
boomerang videos of a few of our board
members.

Follow us for more updates @keyclubja on



FRIDAY, November 6

Finally, we reached Day 5, the
finale, of Key Club Week 2020.
This day was jam packed with
interclubbings, concerts and
game nights. Two of these
gatherings were executed and
hosted by LtGs. The first of
which was Division 4's Connect
the Ks Virtual Talent Show,
which premeried on our
Youtube channel @4pm, this was
promptly followed by Division
1's Connect the Ks Concert
@5pm on our Zoom platform.

Both events featured KCs
showing of their miriad of
talents and overall bringing us
together as a K-Family on this
final day of our Virtual Key Club
Week.
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Graphic courtesy of Key Club International

Follow us for more updates @keyclubjamaica on
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EVENTSEVENTSEVENTS
UPCOMINGUPCOMINGUPCOMING   

REMINDERSREMINDERSREMINDERS
&&&



D I S T R I C T
projectproject

Tablets for students initative seeks to procure as many devices as possible
and donate to students that we have reached out to and are in need of them.
So far we have received over 80 tablets from various sponsors and kiwanis

sources but we want to help even more students and we cannot do that
without you!

Call or email the above or contact us using the information on the previous
page.

We can't wait to hear from you.
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Image taken

from

@keyclubjamaica

on Instagram.

Follow us for more updates @keyclubja on
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Key Club Jamaica District 

Scotiabank Port Maria Branch

Acc#: 0310206

Our Account Info

REMINDER
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Ensure that

you notify your LG

before you make

the club's

deposit.

Follow us for more updates @keyclubjamaica on



Follow us for more updates @keyclubjamaica on

REMINDER
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Service Ideas
IMAGES TAKEN FROM
@KEYCLUBJAMAICA ON
INSTAGRAM

38Follow us for more updates @keyclubja on



IMAGES TAKEN FROM
@KEYCLUBJAMAICA ON
INSTAGRAM

39Follow us for more updates @keyclubja on



Keep Track of what we have in storeKeep Track of what we have in storeKeep Track of what we have in store

40Follow us for more updates @keyclubjamaica on



Thanks to the
KEY CLUB INTERNATIONAL
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SPONSORS

Follow us for more updates @keyclubjamaica on



Caring our way of life

Contact Us
WE'RE ALWAYS OPEN TO 
QUESTIONS AND SUGGESTIONS
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